
Enterprise barrier based risk management 
Does your organization struggle to streamline risk management across all facilities and divisions?  

BowTieServer is the enterprise barrier based risk management solution that provides overview to  

optimize decision making. Ideal for multi-division organizations that want to centrally gather all relevant 
risk management data. BowTieServer allows you to interact, share and report this information to the  

relevant person, whether it concerns workforce or board members. From Hazard Identification (HAZID) 

to action tracking, using BowTieServer results in a self-learning organization with better  

decision making and easier risk management.   

+60 3 4257 3292  

faiz.latip@paceup.com.my  

www.paceup.com.my  

https://www.cgerisk.com/products/bowtieserver/


 

 

Communicate bowties across the  

organization 
Visualizing risk scenarios with bowties 

helps you pass on the right information,  

emphasizing the most important parts. 
Using the webviewer, bowtie diagrams 

can be shared with the entire organiza-

tion giving you the possibility to educate 

people and optimize risk awareness.  
 
 

Make educated decisions 
Discover and use the power of a wide 
variety of reports, allowing you to spot 

trends within all gathered data. Perform 

thorough analyses of specific trends 

and discover the strengths and weak-

nesses within your management sys-

tems. Make educated decisions and  

allocate your resources efficiently.  

 
 

Learn more from incidents 
Empower your staff to register  

incidents, accidents and even near 

misses by means of simple surveys 

based on pre-built bowties using the 
incidents module. Centralize this data 

and  continuously improve the quality of 

your risk management and analyses, by 

spotting trends, monitoring progress 
and utilizing action. Ultimately leading 

the organization to a seamless process 
without incidents.  

Use BowTieServer to: 



 

Proactively inspect barriers 
Set up internal  and external audits  

using the audit module*. Actively  

monitor your barrier performance to act 
on time and prevent negative  

consequences. Easily carry out recur-
ring audits to constantly improve barrier 

integrity.  Complete the cycle by assign-

ing and tracking follow up actions based 

on audit findings.  *AuditXP required 

 
 

Support your workforce 
Make all relevant documents,  

instructions and paperwork available for 

your staff with the Wiki module. The 

Wikipedia-like encyclopedia pages can 

be linked to all relevant parts of bowties 
and the management  system, lowering 

the threshold to refresh knowledge  and 
making sure that operations are  

understood throughout the organization 
and executed correctly. 

  

 

Start your work safely 
Promote safety awareness using the 

work bowtie module  to perform a task 
risk analysis. Before starting specific 

operations, let your workforce eliminate 
all the irrelevant scenarios and focus on 

the  significant barriers to increase the 

level of safety and start the job  

risk-minded.  
  

 



Web based 
Run BowTieServer on premise or choose for a hosted 
solution. Access the tool from anywhere in the world  

using your PC or mobile device. 
 

Linkable with external data sources 
Link other data sources, like a maintenance system, to 

display online and offline statuses of maintenance tags. 

Bundle this information to create overview, displaying it 

all in one place. 
 

Advanced access control 
Define users by their role within the organization and  

control which modules or relevant parts your staff can 

see and use. Simply log in to start at your own personal 
landing page.  
 

Combined even more powerful 
Use the power of the entire CGE portfolio. Visualize your 
risks with BowTieXP, inspect your barriers with AuditXP 

and learn from incidents with IncidentXP. Combine with 
BowTieServer to create synergy and continuously  

improve the quality of your risk management system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using its powerful modules, BowTieServer offers 
your organization the tools to take risk  
management to the next level. Contact Pace Up for 
an online demonstration. 

BowTieServer benefits: 
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